Explanation for Action part

LED lamp
Cancel
Vacuum blend function is for vacuuming and blending automatically.
Vacuum function is only for vacuuming without blending function whenever you want.
Pulse function is for blending instantly without vacuuming.
Auto Blend function is to blend with soft and strong motion repeatedly.
This is a button to stop all the motions compulsory.
1. Plug in the power plug, press the operation switch on the right side and all functions
LED would be on.
2. Turn the arrow on body of blade clockwise to closed lock sign.
3-1. When glass container is equipped, lamp will be on in operation part.
3-2. When vacuum container is equipped, only the Vacuum function s lamp will be on.
Vacuum container cannot use blend function.
4. If you press button, vacuum head will come down and start to operate.
5. If you press cancel button, all the function will stop and the vacuum head will go up
automatically.
(If error occurs, press cancel button and all function will return to the beginning.)

Button function explanation
[Power]
Placed on the right bottom side, if you plug in the power plug and press power button, light will be
on in lamp and wait for operation.
After using the product, press power button to off the power and plug off the power plug.
If vacuum glass cup is not fitted well after power button is on, light will be on only in vacuum
mode.
Light will be on in every function (vacuum blend, vacuum, pulse blend, rhythm blend) when you fit
vacuum glass cup set normally. When it doesn t light, it means vacuum glass cup set is not fitted
in main body so please check combined statement.
Only the vacuum mode will be lighted if you put vacuum container on main body and only the
vacuum function will work.
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[ Vacuum Blend (automatic) ]
Vacuum blend is a function which vacuuming and blending work together.
After adding ingredients in the container and set in to the main body, press vacuum blend
button. Vacuum head will automatically come down and start working.
It is easy to use since it doesn t need any extra control for vacuuming and blending.
Explanation of action statement
1. Vacuuming starts after pressing vacuum blend button. Vacuum head will automatically come
down to operate function.
2. LED Display shows vacuum action statement.
3. When vacuuming is done, blending works for a minute. (LED Display shows time)
4. Press cancel button when blending is done, vacuum head will go up and vacuum blend
function becomes completed.

[ Vacuum ]
Vacuum function is for using only vacuuming function without blending function whenever you
want.
Vacuum head part will come down and vacuuming will start after combining with main body
when you press vacuum button.
You can use other functions (vacuum blend, instant blend, rhythm blend) immediately after
vacuuming.
Vacuum function gets completed when you use vacuum container and when you press cancel
button, vacuum head goes up and vacuum keeps remain. You should clear the vacuum with
air release cap in order to open the container.

[ Pulse ]
Pulse is for instant blending without vacuuming.
When you want to use only the blend function without vacuuming, equip the glass container and
press pulse button. First press will make vacuum head goes down and second press will start
the operation of pulse.

[ Auto Blend ]
Auto Blend function is to blend repeatedly with soft and strong motion.
It automatically operates for a minute and you can check action time in LED display.

[ Cancel/Finish ]
It is to stop all the function compulsively.
If an error occurs, alarm will be on and LED display will flicker. In this case, please press cancel
button.
Head goes up when you press cancel. Head doesn t go up even when operation is finished.
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How to use the product
1. Open the lid and put food ingredients and close the lid. Equip the glass container and lid tightly.
(If not, vacuum function might not work properly.)
2. Equip the main body into the operation part.
3. Turn the arrow on body of blade clockwise to closed lock sign.
4. Press the power button and select function you want to use.
After choosing function, LED display shows the statement of cooking.
5. Check whether glass container is equipped well.
If not, power button will not work.
when equipping vacuum container, only the vacuum button will be lighted.
6. After operating vacuum blend or vacuum function, open the air release cap first to relieve vacuum.
Lid will not be opened when vacuum is not relieved.

Please check before making inquiry
1. Isn t product working?
Please check the plug.
2. Did the product stop working while operating?
Please check the plug.
Did you use it for a long time? If motor is overheated, it stops automatically to avoid an accident and
starts to operate when it cools down. Please cool it down for half an hour and re-start it.
Please check whether food ingredient is stuck in the blades.
Please check whether air release cap is open or glass container is unequipped from the main body.
3. Isn t the food ingredient grinding well enough?
Please check whether you put too much ingredient in it.
Please check the rated voltage. This product is for 220V.
4. Does food ingredient leak?
Please check assembled part of blade body and glass container.
Please check whether lid or packing of blade has damage. If so, please contact customer service
center.
5. Doesn t vacuum work?
Please check the assembly of all parts.
Please check if lid is dirty. If so, please clean it.
Please check whether lid or container fits tightly.
Please check if packing is damaged.
Please check if air release cap is equipped tightly.

Error
Problem Vacuum time over
Cause

Pressure loss due to wrong assembling
of lid packing
Non assembling of lid packing or blade
body packing

Solution

Re-assemble the lid again
Check the components and re-assemble

Drop time of the head is too long
Non assembling of glass container set
Omission of glass container lid
Non assembling of vacuum container set
Re-assemble glass container set
Re-assemble glass container lid
Re-assemble vacuum container set
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Pressed button
Assemble the defected component

If problem still occurs,
contact A/S center

Precautions for safety use
Caution
1. After using, wash and dry glass container and lid fully.
If foams or food ingredients get into backdraft prevention cap, it could cause trouble.
2. Use only the appropriate containers. Do not remodel or change.
It could damage the product.
3. After vacuuming, please store food in refrigerator.(Do not keep in a freezer)
It doesn t have sterilizing effect
4. Do not use with carbonated drink, grain, frozen food or glutinous food.
It could damage the product.
5. Food ingredients must not get into the safety device.
It could damage the product.
6. Please keep the maximum and minimum amount of food.
It could damage the product.
7. Please use after checking the packings assembly of glass container.
8. When assembling glass container and blade, assemble strongly without omitting blade
packing.
If assembly of glass container and blade is loose, water might leak and vacuuming
might not work.
9. When disuse the product, please follow the disuse rule.

Volume of Glass container and Vacuum container
< Vacuum Glass container >

<Glass container>

Maximum volume for food ingredients
Maximum volume(1000ml) for food
ingredients including dairy
products(milk, soybean milk, etc.)
Maximum volume(700ml) for dairy
products such as milk or soybean milk
Minimum volume(400ml) for food
ingredients
Maximum volume(400ml) for ice cream

<Vacuum container>
Maximum volume 500ml
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<Vacuum container>

Product Components

Main body

Vacuum Glass Container Set

Vacuum Head
Air release cap

LED Display

Vacuum
Container

Vacuum
Valve
Main Body
(Vacuum
Blender)

Vacuum
Container

One Touch
Button

Vacuum
glass cup fix
Safety device

Knife blade set

Power Button

< Components >

Product Name

Byzoo Vacuum Blender

Model Number

ZAG01E

Rated Power

600W

3. Vacuum Container

Rated Voltage

230 V~ / 50 Hz

4. Manua

Rated Use Time

Within 1 minute

Product Size

(284W) x (150D) x (417H)

Product Weight

Main body 3850g, Vacuum glass
container set 1910g

1. Byzoo Vacuum Blender 1 Set
2. Vacuum Glass Container Set
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Components
Vacuum Glass Container Set

Vacuum container Set

Air release cap
Air release cap

Glass container lid
Glass container lid
packing
Check valve

Backwater check
valve

Backwater cover
Backwater cover
packing

Silicone packing

Backwater Cover

Glass container
Vacuum Container

Blade-main body
packing
Blade
Blade body

Management Method
1. Cleaning Glass container
Put water into the glass container and press pulse button to activate blending for 15 seconds.
Food scraps will be cleaned easily. Do not add detergent. (Foam can damage the product.
Blade is very sharp, be careful of getting hurt when disassemble and assembling blade.

2. Cleaning Blade
Do not put blade into water since it is not water proofed. Clean the blade with running water and
dry it completely. For blade body, clean it with soft cloth.
Blade is very sharp, be careful of getting hurt.
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3. Cleaning Lid
Please disassemble lid into packings and backwater caps in order to clean it.
Dry completely before use.
Product might break down if food ingredient is not removed from the lid.

Method to assemble and disassemble the
glass container lid

Method to assemble and disassemble the
vacuum container lid

4. Cleaning main body
Clean the main body using tepid water with neutral detergent and soft cloth.
Do not pour water to the main body. It could cause fire and electric shock.
If water get into the main body, put plug off and contact A/S center.

5. After cleaning
After cleaning, dry the product completely and keep it in an airy room.

6. Other cautions
Using steel wool pad or steel brush while cleaning can cause damage to the product and
vacuum action.
Never use benzene, thinner or wax. It might cause fire.
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